
Game Mechanics - PVectors

Learning Outcomes:

● Learn how to use PVectors to hold the position and 

velocity of objects.

● Learn how to use PVectors to make objects travel towards 

a target position.

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!

Revision topics before starting:

✅ Variables

✅ Classes
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What is a PVector?

“A class to describe a two or three dimensional vector, specifically a Euclidean 

(also known as geometric) vector. A vector is an entity that has both magnitude and 

direction. The datatype, however, stores the components of the vector (x,y for 2D, 

and x,y,z for 3D).”
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How to use a PVector?

See the example below of how to use a PVector:

This example will simply make a circle start on the left side of the screen and move 

to the right. Although this approach may seem more complicated at first than how 

we’ve done movement in the past, using PVectors will become really useful for 

future projects so it’s a good idea to get into the habit of using them in your other 

projects.

PVector position; // declare the position PVector
PVector velocity; // declare the velocity PVector
float speed; // declare the speed

void setup() {
  size(600,600);
  
  speed = 4; // initialise the speed
  
  position = new PVector(0, height/2); // initialise the position PVector
  velocity = new PVector(speed, 0); // initialise the velocity PVector
}

void draw() {
  ellipse(position.x, position.y, 50, 50); // draw ellipse using position PVector
  
  position.add(velocity); // add the velocity to the position (make the ellipse move)
}
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Tasks 

Declare and initialize the PVector that will represent the Player’s 

position. Set the Player’s start position to the center of the screen.

Draw the Player circle using the x & y components of the position 

PVector.

Declare and initialize the PVector that will represent the Player’s target 

position. This should be set to the mouse position.

Declare a velocity PVector that will represent the direction the Player 

will travel in to reach the target.

Set the velocity equal to the difference between the Player position and 

the target position.
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Declare and initialize a speed variable (float) and use it to set the 

magnitude of the velocity PVector in your void setup, just after you 

initialize the velocity.

Give the speed variable a starting value of about 5.

Create a function that will update the Player’s position with the velocity 

PVector.

Recalculate the target position and Player’s velocity as the mouse 

moves around the screen.
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The Result

If you did the code correct then you should get the following result:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1zX6rs2YIYhnhJEBJmpbn-8nPnYplqW9U/preview

